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For all materials with localized magnetic moments, 
determining the equilibrium spin structure and the 
spin dynamics can only be accomplished by 
neutron diffraction and spectroscopy.
At Oak Ridge National Laboratory, we aligned 
single crystals of Fe2As grown at Illinois inside the 
ARCS spectrometer at the Spallation Neutron 
Source (SNS). In collaboration with instrument 
scientists A. Banerjee and G. Granroth, we 
disentangled the atomic vibrations and magnetic 
excitations to show that the spin waves in these 
materials are strongly and unexpectedly “flat,” 
giving the first view of how spin information is 
carried in this class of materials. 
Our remote experiment at the ECHIDNA 
high-resolution diffractometer at the Australian 
Centre for Neutron Scattering (in collaboration with 
instrument scientist M. Avdeev) solved the 
magnetic ordering of Mn3As2, which has a 
fiendishly complex crystal structure and reveals a 
much richer set of possible spin degrees of 
freedom than the typical up/down ordering.
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A key goal of IRG1 is to discover new antiferromagnetic materials that exhibit high Néel 
temperatures and are susceptible to spin manipulation by optical and electronic stimuli. The 
challenge is to find and develop materials with the desired symmetry, metallic conductivity, and 
magnetic anisotropy.  Shoemaker synthesized the complex ferrimagnet beta-Mn3As2, which is one 
of the few phases that shares magnetic motifs with spintronic candidates such as Mn2As and 
CuMnAs. The magnetic structure was solved from high-resolution neutron diffraction data on the 
ECHIDNA instrument at the Australian Centre for Neutron Scattering and has a complex 
double-k-vector structure at low temperatures, with spin canting driven by frustrated geometry 
around the square-planar Mn4 positions. Shoemaker synthesized large single crystals and 
collected inelastic time-of-flight neutron spectroscopy on the ARCS instrument at the Spallation 
Neutron Source. The strongly two-dimensional magnetism was unexpectedly damped in the 
c-direction, despite strong bonding and exchange. Schleife used density functional theory to 
calculate the phonon and magnon spectra, which verify the agreement between the refined 
exchange constants and the experimental data.  


